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April 6April 6April 6April 6----7th, 20137th, 20137th, 20137th, 2013    
 

"Vancouver meets the East Coast!" 

http://www.magictango.com/workshops.html  
 

EARLY BIRD Registration - till March 25th, 2013 
 

 

Vanja is an internationally recognized teacher, 

performer and DJ, who has worked in Europe and 

the United States. Dancing since she was 9 years 

old, in 2000 she discovered and immersed herself 

in Argentine tango, first as a follow and a year 

later as a lead too. In 2002 Vanja started teaching 

tango. In her classes she pays special attention to 

three key areas: precision of movement, creating 

a comfortable embrace for leads and followers, 

and musicality.   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                                                                  

She shows how body mechanics and geometry 

are the basis for a great connection. Vanja's 

students value her keen eye, detailed and clear 

instruction, as well as her patience and 

kindness. 

 

See a longer bio & interviews at Vanja's 

website:  http://www.vanjatango.com/ 

 

 

 

SCHEDULE 

 

SAT - APRIL 6  @ Exhale Studio  

(1083 Cambie st., Vancouver, Yaletown) 

 

8-9pm - Drop-in Class (Workshop 1) with VANJA   

(Int) "3 Secrets of GREAT MILONGA" 

 

9pm - 1am…  -  ZEN milonga   

DJs:  VANJA (9pm-12am), MARINA (12am-1am) 

 

Workshop - $15/ * $10 for students 

Milonga - $15/ * $10 for students & 3-4 

workshops pass holders 

(tango demo by Vanja + partner @ 11.30pm) 

Workshop + Milonga - $25 

 

 

performance @ 11.30pm - VANJA + partner 



 

SUN - APRIL 7  @ EDAM Dance Studio  

(303 8th Ave at Scotia st., Vancouver)  

 

1) 2.30 - 3.30pm -  (All Levels) - TECHNIQUE Class  

(with a fun bonus :) 

 

2) 3.45 - 5.00pm -  (Int-Adv) - "CONTINUOUS TURNS in 

vals and milonga" (changes of timing to accommodate a 

3/4 and 4/4 beat) 

 

3) 5.15 - 6.30pm -  (Adv) - "COLGADAS Made Simple"  

(using proper walking technique to develop colgadas as 

interrupted walks) 

 

Rates for workshops: 

 

4 - workshop package 

$60 before March 25th / $70 after March 25th 

3 - workshop package  

$50 before March 25th / $60 after March 25th 

1 workshop                                  

$20 before March 25th / $25 after March 25th             (photography © Subbu Clicks)                 

1 workshop for a couple (with a partner)  

$40 for 2 

  

Payment is accepted in: 

Cash, Canadian checks (for $50+),  credit cards/ Paypal (online)       

Note: Cash ONLY at the door. 

 

Space in workshops is limited, we encourage to register in advance.  

Partner is not required however recommended :) (Except for the technique class). 

 

REGISTRATION: 

magictango@gmail.com, 604-780-7835 (Tatiana) 

 

ONLINE REGISTRATION:   

http://www.magictango.com/workshops.html  

(please email your choice of workshops, you will also get a confirmation email). 


